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true, were at the end of the period conducted with the greatest
distinction—the Westminster Gazette by J. A. Spender and the
Pall Mall Gazette by J. L. Garvin—as leading oracles for the
liberal and conservative parties respectively. But they did not
pay, and were only kept going by money spent on them from
political motives. A cheaper way for a rich man to become a
maker of opinion was to publish a sixpenny weekly review. Pub-
lications of this class became now more numerous and various
than ever before, and from first to last much of the period's best
writing will be found in them. But only one (the unionist
Spectator) paid solid dividends; the rest lived on their owners5
money, and their careers were apt to be brief or chequered.
They took the place, in some degree, of the monthly and quarterly
reviews, whose prosperity and influence after about 1904 went
fast downhill, though far from reaching their post-war level.
Educational advances were very rapid after the acts of 1902
and (for London) 1903. All elementary schools being now on
the rates, there was a general levelling-up of those which had
lagged behind. It was a strong point in the acts that, though the
managers of 'non-provided* (previously Voluntary') schools
controlled the religious education in them, they were required
in respect of secular instruction to carry out any direction of the
local education authority. Teachers* salaries, though far below
those of the post-war period, tended to move up as the county
councils established regular scales. There was a persistent
campaign to reduce the size of classes and get rid of the over-
sized; but the problem of buildings was involved here, and in
London, where the scandalous cases were most numerous, a
good many survived in the infants* departments beyond the
latest years of this period.
The higher-grade schools, which had been illegally conducted
by the school boards, were in most places made secondary
schools. But in London the L.G.G. preferred to build new
secondary schools, and developed what it had taken over from
the school board as 'central* schools of a higher-elementary type.
The policy of developing such schools within the elementary
system came in a few years to be recommended by the board of
education. The board under Morant made great exertions to
increase and improve the facilities for secondary and technical
education throughout the country. In 1905 the number of pupils

